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Orgonomy and environment
The environment in which we live largely depends on the natural functioning of the
atmosphere that, by its cycles of energy charge and discharge, allows favourable
conditions for life sustainment. Frequency and intensity of such atmospheric cycles,
functionally identical to the periods of good and rainy weather, can vary from an area
to another and have substantially local characteristics. In case this pulsation is
inhibited by external agents, such as pollution created by industrial and nuclear
activities, or by electromagnetism, or even, as hypothesed by some, by influences of
cosmic origin (solar spots and lunar activity), it can gradually modify until to
significantly decrease its influence.
According to the kind of atmospheric block that can occur either drought first and,
with the prolongation of the block, aridity and desertification then, or a considerable
increase of precipitation leading at long term to flooding and inundation of the hit
areas may develop.
Interventions, aimed at restoring the natural atmospheric cycle of energy charge and
discharge, can recover the cyclical functions of the atmospheric parameters and bring
back the favourable conditions for a better sustainment of the environment and the
life of the populations involved. However, this kind of solution may be temporary and
does not solve the problem in case the main causes of the environmental upheaval are
not removed.
A method to restore the natural pulsation of the atmosphere is cloudbusting. It was
conceived at the beginning of the ‘50s by the Austrian natural scientist and Freud’s
pupil Wilhelm Reich. It is based on the assumption that the atmosphere and the
cosmos are full of energy. Its presence was discovered by Reich, first studying the
behaviour of human beings, showing that it flows inside the organism, and then
studying the origin of life, finding it everywhere. He wanted to call it orgone energy
or simply orgone.
Cloudbusting is based on the use of an instrument called cloudbuster. The device
may, whether used according to particular operative protocols, restore the natural
atmospheric pulsation, whatever can be the blocking conditions. Secondary effects of
the use of this instrument may be the production of rain or snow, creation or
dissipation of clouds or cloud systems, creation of winds, and decrease of
temperatures. All of these in turn can make possible to reduce pollution, to reduce
drought and to combat desertification expansion, to cite only few outcomes. The
method does not need chemicals or particularly complex instrumentation as indeed is
required by other methods such as cloudseeding.
Today there is more and more conviction that cloudbusting can give a large
contribution not only to functionally restore the natural functioning of a blocked area
but also to combat the present global expansion of desertification. James DeMeo,
Director of the Orgone Biophysical Research Lab (Oregon, Usa), states as follows 1:
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“…While i do not wish to oversimplify or exaggerate, from nearly 30 years of field
work with the cloudbuster, I have come to appreciate the tremendous power and
capacities of the underlying orgone energy continuum which the device stimulates.
This same energy continuum governs our weather to its fundament, and also plays
an important role in both biological and cosmological functions. It once was
recognised as the life-energy by ordinary perceptive people within a hundred
different cultures, and also used to be described in the context of the cosmological
ether of space – which contrary to popular myth, was factually detected and proven
repeatedly to exist by physicists, from the 1920s into the modern times. And the
cloudbusting method itself had been examined and proven scientifically years ago,
in field studies reviewing official weather data applying classical scientific methods
of analysis….”

Since 1952 Reich tested cloudbusting in more than 100 experiments, obtaining all the
time the planned results, i.e. making rain and even greening desert areas such as the
Arizona’s. After Reich’s death (1957), the most important research activities were
conducted by Richard Blasband, Robert Morris, Courtney Baker, John Schleining and
Jerome Eden.
These scientists, starting from the ’60s, performed numerous experiments in the most
arid areas of the Usa, aimed at verifying the effectiveness of Reich’s technology, and
obtaining in the majority of the tests the planned results. Most of these results were
published both on scientific Journals, such as the Journal of Orgonomy, and Pulse of
the Planet, and books out by independent researchers. These experiments were
performed following all the time strict scientific methods. Satellite images were used,
all the most critical atmospheric parameters were monitored, and the results
evaluated by statistical methods. In 80% of the interventions precipitation, reduction
of drought and desertification, abundant snow in mountainous areas, and diversion of
hurricanes’ path were obtained, as per initial plan.
Amongst those that presently carry out researches in this field, the most important is
James DeMeo. He has been performing, with the help of skilled collaborators such as
Bernd Senf, Carlo and Aurelio Albini, Matt Ryan and the same Richard Blasband,
experiments in the most arid and desert areas of the planet, such as the desert of
Arizona, Namibia, Eritrea, and in Israel. In all these cases he succeeded to recover the
natural functioning of the atmosphere and to produce abundant rain.
In Eritrea rain was so abundant, after 30 years of drought, that artificial lakes formed
in the desert, close to the Aswan dam. DeMeo reports his 30-year activity of research
and experimentation with the cloudbuster as follows1:
“…. Personally speaking, I have seen cloudbusting operations which stimulated large
rivers of atmospheric moisture to veer into the cores of hard drought regions,
whereupon tired grey haze-clouds swelled up into large blue-white cumulonimbus,
spreading rains across hardpan and cracked earth. I’ve seen regions dry for decades
become significantly wet after only a few days of carefully-undertaken cloudbusting
operations, with flowing creeks and streams, and reservoirs sometimes filled to
overflowing. I‘ve stood at the edge of some of the driest sposts on the planet – the
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Kalahari, the Syrian and Negev Deserts, the Namib, and the great Sahara Desert and in all cases, the cloudbusting method proved its worth.
Stagnant and hazy, overheated atmospheres were replaced, usually within a short
stretch of a few days of hard work, with the most magnificent and mighty of
rainclouds, pregnant with rain, and pouring forth life-giving moisture across the
parched landscape. A dramatic blossoming of wildflowers, grasses and sometimes
new lakes were observed in barren stretches of previously dead, dusty and parched
land where only the most skimpy of rains had previously fallen, and where nobody
could have believed it possible. In the parched “Holy” lands, suffering under the
dual plagues of social and environmental disasters, members of our small group,
now called CORE Network, have witnessed dramatic transformations of the
atmosphere from dry to wet, hot to cool, and with greened hills and lakes and snowcapped peaks appearing in places previously completely barren and arid. We had to
pinch ourselves to be certain we were not dreaming, or had not been magically
transported from the hard desert to some green and snowy-lush landscape typical of
the Swiss Alps or Rocky Mountains.
During our most ambitious undertaking, a five-year project in Eritrea, Africa, large
sections of the Sahel were greened and made verdant, and annual food imports to
that small nation were reduced by tens of millions of dollars. Giant new lakes – too
large to see the opposite shore – appeared as if by miracle within the heart of the
Sahara, as overflow from the Nile, and after only a few summers of consistentlyapplied cloudbusting work.….”

In addition to DeMeo, few people are presently doing worldwide research and
experimentation with cloudbusting. Amongst these we can find Trevor Constable. His
most important operational activities are focused above all to reduce pollution in
smoggy areas of California and to make rain in some Asian countries. Besides, he
performs researches aimed at reducing the dangerousness of the instruments today
used.
However, it is mandatory to give a look also to the reasons why cloudbusting is not
accepted yet by traditional science and has not had the diffusion it would deserve to
date notwithstanding all the positive results obtained. Presently, traditional science is
based on Einstein’s assumption of a Universe empty and void of energy, that is in
clear contrast with Reich’s discoveries. Perhaps, this is the main reason why Reich’s
cloudbusting has not been appreciated as it should be for its importance and
enormous applications.
DeMeo, concluding his foreword to the book Wilhelm Reich and the Healing of the
Atmospheres, discusses the issue as follows1:
“… As a consequence, we now have the technical means to put a stop to droughts
and heat-waves, and to green the harshest deserts of the world, assuming that this
is what humanity desires. Technically, I can say with confidence, this is now
possible. We have this possibility within our hands. Socially, however, we still face
tremendous and oftentimes insurmountable obstacles, given the emotionallyarmored condition of modern Homo normalis, who loves and creates deserts far
more rapidly than most anything else….”
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It is also very important to point out that the use of technologies like this must be
accurately and articulately regulated at global level. This is exceedingly required to
avoid nations, that do not have a specific regulation on issues such as those related to
interventions into the atmosphere aimed at modifying a whatever physical parameter,
can create chaotic weather and climate variations by wild cloudbusting. And this can
be potentially dangerous for the equilibrium of the environment and life in general
even much far from the location where the interventions were carried out.
Besides, such regulations should be developed according to a multidisciplinary
approach in such a way this technology can be effectively used to restore the natural
pulsation of the atmosphere without creating traumas or damages to the existing
ecosystems and to the populations living in the areas subjected to the interventions.
1

From the foreword to Roberto Maglione’s book, Wilhelm Reich and the Healing of the Atmospheres,
Natural Energy Works, Ashland, Oregon, 2007.
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